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Abstract
Leadership styles in today’s world is an increasingly complex and a popular organizational dynamic to work
upon. Different leadership styles are appropriate in distinct situations. If an inappropriate style is adopted by the
leader, it may pose several challenges for the workers, managers and human resources departments in the
planning and execution of work in an organization. Similarly, the satisfaction and performance levels of
employees also depend upon the leadership styles adopted by corporate leaders. An appropriate leadership style
paves way to delivering successful plans for fulfilling the long-term organizational goals. Little is however
understood about which leadership style influence employees the most and how leadership behavior lead to
acceptable outcomes. This paper reviews some of the current challenges in organizations which are faced by
managers and the productivity levels for the same. This research statistically calculates and analyzes the
leadership style of 50 respondents and which category they fall into depending upon their behavioral attributes to
deal with people through a survey questionnaire of 25 questions. It further helps us conclude which leadership
style is the most relevant for highest level of productivity in telecommuting employees and managers. It also
gives an insight on managerial behaviors and relationship of employees and managers in a less formal
organizational setup.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to the Problem
Administrators play a pivotal role in influencing worker efficiency and achievement. Past research has
distinguished hierarchical structure (Karen R. Kemerling).
1.2 Importance of the Problem
Mental cooperation is a critical factor for a strong connection between transformational leadership style and
remote worker’s intention to leave an association. Further the more a leader shows a transformational authority
style, the more a remote worker wishes to leave the association with regards to investigating productivity and
duty which are related. Findings demonstrate that a noteworthy negative relationship is between free enterprise
initiative style and expectation to leave an organization. The more a leader shows a free enterprise administration
style, the less a remote worker wishes to leave the association. Further No relationship existed between apparent
value-based initiative style and remote worker purpose to leave an association (Overbey). (Huntsville) Further
dissected that administrators in the virtual work environment are occupied undertaking focused style more than
socially arranged initiative style. Likewise, administration bridges in as the best indicator of the correspondence
fulfillment, work fulfillment, and the hierarchical responsibility of remote workers. So as to bridge out these
conceivable contrasts in innovation, future scientists might need to gather a larger dataset and think about the
authority styles and correspondence of managers. The work environment keeps on changing, and the
requirement for research to address these progressions is steady. The reason for this paper is to examine and
inquire about around there to decide whether authority styles and profitability are changing in light of the social
changes that we are starting to find in the congenial work environment of working from home. This paper will
audit past research to: (1) Determine if there are administration styles that are identified with profitability and the
examination done on the equivalent and (2) Investigate the connection between which leadership style will
influence productivity more.
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1.3 Relevant Scholarship
The successful implementation of a telecommuting program is achieved by placing apt Human resource policies
and leadership guiding and managing the process adequately. The best telecommuting policies are those which
are designed to meet a company’s needs and fit the company’s culture (Alexandria et al.) suggests situational
leadership as one of the styles to influence off site workers. An organization’s implementation and provision of
telework arrangement becomes more influencing and widespread to all its levels when it is supported by top
leaders of the organization who believe in work –family balance, even after keeping in control the firm’s context,
industry, geographical distribution, size. More importantly the authors also find that managerial beliefs adds to or
increases the positive effect of instrumental factors on the provision of home telework. From the point of
viewpoint of practitioners for whom contextual and organizational features are an important choice, corporate
social responsibilities for employees and the society at large, the conviction of the top management or senior
leaders becomes essential (Mayo et al.). Further research suggests that support variables are also essential in
successful implementation of telecommuting practices. Research also shows some evidence of an interaction
effect between personal nature and characteristics, supervisor’s or leaders support and family support. Another
study investigated the relationship between different forms of organization support classified as technology
related, somewhat technology related, non technological and employee’s reaction to it. A non technological
variables-managers trust and two technology related variables were chosen and it reflected that it had a broader
impact on employee’s reactions to telecommuting. Hence technology plays a crucial role. Results also indicate
that organizations should concentrate on providing IT support constantly and appropriate technology assisted
environment for telecommuters as well as a specific telecommuting related training for non-telecommuting
coworkers and managers so that the productivity of them is higher and the results are effective. (Baker, Avery, &
Crawford) However, telecommuting will remain a popular form of a flexible work arrangement. There are
emerging societal and ethical issues that also remain unanswered. (Crandall & Gao)
2. Research Methodology
2.1 Variables of the Study
The variables used in the study were:
•

Leadership styles as independent variable
Directing
Coaching
Delegating
Facilitating

•

Productivity as dependent variable

2.2 Participant Characteristics
•

Gender-both male and female

•

Profile of respondent-Information Technology Working professionals

2.3 Sampling Procedure and Sample Size
•

Sample size-50 respondents

•

Method-Web based questionnaire

•

Questionnaire Size-25 questions

•

Random sampling method

2.3.1 Research Design
•

Participants were observed naturalistically.

•

There were no multiple conditions that were created.

•

A within subject / repeated measures study design was used.

3. Results
3.1 Statistics and Data Analyses
The Impact of Leadership Style on Productivity
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2.
mber of responddents in each sstyle category..it helps us undderstand the profile of maximum
Figure 1 shhows the num
respondennts and which category
c
they ffall into.
Figure 2 sshows the relaationship betw
ween productivvity and leadeership style off respondents. Here we see how
maximum respondents have coachinng skills and hhave reportedd higher levels of productivvity of their staff.
Followed bby delegating which reports the second higghest level in tthe chart. The third being dirrecting followe
ed by
facilitatingg.
4. Discusssion
We can thhus conclude that maximuum respondentts who were satisfied withh the productiivity of their staff
possessed coaching leaddership style annd that it can bbe a lead to fuuture research to explore furrther into the scope
s
of other leadership styless and its relatioonship with prroductivity from
m different anngles.
Practicallyy we see manyy organizationns which fail in implementiing the telecoommuting systtem due to va
arious
reasons, thhe manager subbordinate relattionship beingg the major posssible reason ffor the failure in implementa
ation.
We undersstand that everry manager is possessed witth a certain sett of skills and possess a leaddership style which
w
we refer tto as the “styyle of work”, when we com
mpare such wiith productivitty we observee the differenc
ce in
outcomes of different teaams and their managers. Thrrough this reseearch-based stuudy we can think of applying the
coaching sskill which leed to higher pproductivity inn the studied ssample of teleecommuters annd their respe
ective
managers. Future studies can further eexplore the same through a higher samplee size in a largger organizatio
on by
comparingg it to relevant issues which will evolve inn the coming years and get soolutions relevaant for the sam
me, as
business iss a complex ennvironment, the problems whhich evolve aree ever changinng.
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